.MODERN AMERICAN VIDEO.

THE DRUG YEARS
EPISODE ONE: BREAK ON THROUGH
1. what 2 groups of the 50s were using drugs as part of their

creativity?
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2. What music scene in the early 60's was linked to
marijuana?
:,
3. Who is said to have introduced pot to The Beatles?
4. what 2 things *u" leading to an increase in marijuana use
by the mid-Sixties?

5. what 1938 movie tried to show the danger of marijuana?
6. What were some of the l."""on" people started to do LSD?

7. ln what community did the drug scene start to frourish?
8. What did Owsley Stanley do in this community?
9. What psychedelic event was held in San Francisco just
three months after California declared LSD illegal?

10. What started to "stir the pot" of the emerging drug scene?

11. What band brought its drug use to the "mainstream,,?
12. What was held in Monterey, California in 1967?

EPISODE TWO: FEED YOUR HEAD
13. What helped spread the'odrug culture" to the mainstream?
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14. Besides the Hippies, what other aspect of the counterculture
did drugs have an enormous impact on?
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15. What did demonstrators attempt to levitate during a protest

in

1967?
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16. What became a symbol of the movement?
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17. How did the mainstream start to market the Counterculture?
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18. What movie about the Counterculture released in the late
Sixties became a huge commercial success?
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19. What event in August of 1969 became the "ultimate" Be-ln?
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20. List some of the events that start to illustrate the negative
side of the Sixties drug culture:
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